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Ingredients for filling:
1 ½ lb (approximately 750 g)
2
½
1
1 clove
½ tsp
1 ½ tbsp (10 g.)
¼ cup
1 tbsp

Tabasco Style Tamales with Annatto
Chanchamitos Tabasqueños
pork shoulder
tomatoes
small onion
small sweet pepper (any colour)
garlic
salt
annatto powder (original recipe calls for epazote)
water
lard or vegetable oil

Filling: Cut pork shoulder into 2-inch pieces, place in a large pot and add water to cover meat;
bring to a boil, then cook over medium heat, covered for about one hour, until fork-tender.
Remove meat, shred and reserve. Strain broth through a colander into a measuring cup; let cool,
and reserve. Wash and dry tomatoes, score a cross on the bottom side of each tomato; place
tomatoes in a pot with boiling water for a few seconds, until the cross on the bottom starts to
burst; remove from the water, remove stem end, peel, and chop; place in a bowl, along with any
juice collected on the cutting board. Wash and dry pepper, remove stem and seeds, and chop
finely (makes approximately 1/3 cup). Peel onion and chop finely (makes approximately ½ cup).
Peel garlic clove, mince. Sprinkle annatto onto the water in a small bowl, then mix until fully
incorporated into a slurry, reserve. In a large pan over medium heat, add oil (or lard) and let warm
up for about one minute. Add shredded pork, stirring to coat and lightly crisp; incorporate onion
and cook until translucent. Add peppers, sautéing for another minute, then add garlic on top (so it
will not burn) and stir for just a few seconds; add annatto slurry, followed by the tomatoes, and salt.
A lot of steam will be produced; stir constantly, scraping brown bits from the bottom of the pan.
Reduce heat and let simmer for about five minutes, adding a little water if needed. It should be
saucy, but not runny. Let cool in the pan.
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Tabasco Style Tamales with Annatto
Chanchamitos Tabasqueños

Wraps: dry corn husks (or banana leaves)
While the filling is cooling down, prepare the wrappers. If using banana leaves: wash thoroughly,
dry and roast until they turn slightly darker and become pliable. If using dry corn husks, wash
under running water, separating the husks very carefully; discard pieces with stains or dark spots
(probably from mold). Dunk individual clean husks in water and drain a couple of times, then let
soak in hot water for at least 20 minutes. Remove from water, gently squeeze excess water, and
reserve propped in a colander:

Ingredients for corn paste
2 cups
2 cups
6 tbsp
1 tsp
1 tbsp
1 ½ tbsp (10 g.)
3 tbsp

corn flour for tortillas (such as Mazeca™, not corn starch)
broth or water
lard or vegetable oil (less than in traditional recipes)
salt
baking powder (not in traditional recipes)
annatto powder
water

Corn Paste: If using reserved broth from the pork, skim lard that formed on the surface after cooling, one tablespoon at a time, into a large mixing bowl; if needed, add more lard or vegetable oil
for a total of 6 tablespoons. Add corn flour, baking powder and salt, then gradually add broth (or
water), while mixing at low speed. Once incorporated, beat at medium-high speed for about 5
minutes, until the paste becomes fluffy and smooth. (Note: this is a generic paste for tamales, which
may be used for other recipes; for vegetarian recipes, use vegetable oil and water instead of lard
and broth.) In a small bowl, pour the water and sprinkle annatto powder on top; mix until fully incorporated. Add to the corn paste and mix al medium speed until the paste is uniformly coloured.
Reserve until ready to assemble tamales.
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Tabasco Style Tamales with Annatto
Chanchamitos Tabasqueños

Assembling tamales: Set up an assembly station with the husks, paste and filling around a working
surface. Take small or ripped husks and pull narrow ribbons; keep handy, as well. To assemble,
take a husk on one hand, then scoop about ¼ cup of corn paste on the husk, spreading with the
back of the spoon, mostly along the centre of the husk, and not too thinly (photo, left); scoop a
mound of about ¼ cup of filling at the centre of the dough (photo, centre); fold husk in half,
lengthwise, pinching and folding the two edges together (photo, right):

Using the husk ribbons, tie knots on either side, twisting just slightly and forming a rounded shape
in the middle. Repeat with the rest of the materials; it makes approximately 20 chanchamitos:
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Tabasco Style Tamales with Annatto
Chanchamitos Tabasqueños

To cook tamales: Prepare a large steamer or pot with at least one inch of hot water (photo, left);
Place top of steamer or a metal colander fitted on the large pot, making sure the water does not
touch the colander. Using leftover husks, line the bottom of the colander (photo, centre), then
place the chanchamitos vertically, folding one of the ends if needed (photo, right):

Cover with more husks, then a clean kitchen towel so the tamales will not get wet with
condensation during steaming. Place lid, completely closing the pot. Bring hot water to boil over
high heat, then reduce to a rolling boil, and let steam for about one hour. Always check the
bottom of the pot halfway, to make sure it is not drying too fast; if needed, add boiling water.
Check doneness by opening the pot (photo, left), lifting the towel carefully with tongs (photo,
centre) and removing one tamale from the pot; remove ribbons by pulling-off away from the husk,
then open the husk; the bundle of dough should easily separate from the husk, and it should look
moist but firm, not pasty (photo, right). If not ready, carefully fold and place back in the pot, to retest a few minutes later, until fully cooked:
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Tabasco Style Tamales with Annatto
Chanchamitos Tabasqueños

Spicy sauce:
2
tomatoes
1
small onion
1 clove
garlic
Fresh red hot peppers, to taste (such as Amashito, Pico de Paloma, Thai hot, Habanero, etc.)
½ tsp
salt
1 tbsp
lard or vegetable oil
While the tamales are cooking, prepare the sauce: Wash and
dry tomatoes and hot peppers; remove stem end from tomatoes,
and cut into large chunks; remove stems from the peppers; peel
onion and cut into large chunks; peel garlic and slice in half;
measure salt. Process all the ingredients in the blender until no
chunks are left but not until completely smooth. Heat oil (or
lard) in a small pan, then pour tomato blend and cook on high
heat just until it comes to a boil. Turn heat off and continue
stirring for about half a minute; the sauce will be runny but nicely
textured. Remove from heat, and let cool (photo, right):

To serve: Place hot chanchamitos on a plate, directly from the pot, with the spicy sauce on the
side (photo, left), or peel and pour sauce on top (photo, right):

